Abstract. In this paper, we propose a class of Generalized Gough-Stewart Platforms (GGSPs) used, as a novel approach, to eliminate the classical isotropic constraint of GSPs (hexapods). GGSPs are based on the standard GSP architecture with additional rotations of the three strut-pairs. Despite the architectural generalization introduced in GGSPs, they do not require much more effort in order to be fabricated. This is due to the fact that all the struts (actuators) can be chosen identical, similar to standard GSPs. We analytically show how effectively the classical isotropic constraint is removed and that still sufficient simplicity is retained. Furthermore, this paper gives an intuitive understanding of dynamic isotropy in GGSPs as well as GSPs.
Introduction
Gough-Stewart Platforms (GSPs) are perhaps the most widely used architecture of 6-degree-of-freedom parallel kinematic robots (GSPs are also known as Stewart platforms or hexapods [1] ). They have several sophisticated applications including e.g. in advanced optical telescopes and 6-degree-of-freedom force sensors [2, 3] . A GSP has a symmetric architecture where all the six base joints lie on one ring and similarly all the six platform joints lie on another ring. Fig. 1 shows a class of Generalalzied GSPs (GGSPs) and also depicts standard GSPs when 0 M J . The condition in which all the eigenfrequencies of a robot are equal is known as Complete dynamic isotropy. It is an important criterion in order to obtain dynamically optimized solutions for parallel robots. In this paper, complete dynamic isotropy is briefly mentioned as dynamic isotropy.
To obtain dynamic isotropy in GSPs, due to their architecture, a unique relation between the platform's moments of inertia has to be met. This relation is 4 ( ) Kinematics as well as equations of motion describing vibrations are required to be formulated in order to analytically determine dynamic isotropy. In particular, the linearized equations of motion at the neutral configuration are of interest. These are well-known for GSPs from the literature [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, despite the importance of dynamic isotropy as an optimal design solution, there exist a limited number of publications dealing with dynamic isotropy in GSPs. Jiang et al. [4] , for the case of 3-3 GSPs ( 0
parametrically formulate the conditions of dynamic isotropy. Jiang et al. [10] discuss the dynamic isotropy conditions by using a circular hyperboloid for constructing GSPs. See also [11, 12] , for some special cases of dynamic isotropy. Among the studies of generalized GSPs, Tong et al. [13] formulate a generalized architecture in which joints are arranged in two rings on the base-plane as well as two rings on the platform-plane. Jiang et al. [14] also generalize the architecture of GSPs by using a pair of circular hyperboloids. These studies discuss the dynamic isotropy conditions and categorize different families of dynamic isotropy. However, despite the value of these works, it seems that the nature of the introduced generalizations makes the problem too complicated in order to be able to draw straightforward analytical design conclusions.
In this paper, we propose a class of Generalized Gough-Stewart Platforms (GGSPs) in which each pair of struts can be rotated about a vertical axis at its corresponding mid-point M on the line connecting the two joints on the platform, see introduced is based on rigid body rotations of the strutpairs, the equations can be formulated based on the variables of standard GSPs where all the initial lengths of struts are maintained identical.
Kinematics
In this paper, as indicated earlier, the aim is to firstly set up the kinematic equations of GGSPs based on the geometric variables of standard GSPs. Then, the standard GSP is generalized by introducing a new geometric variable M J related to the rotation of the strut-pairs. Fig.   1 shows a schematic of a GGSP. See also the details regarding the GSP geometric variables in [6] .
To construct the GGSP architecture, a reference strutpair is introduced, which is shown in Fig. 2 . The three strut-pairs of GGSPs, shown in Fig. 1 , are based on this reference strut-pair. The angle M J represents the rotation of the strut-pairs. Considering the six GSP variables [6] as well as M J , the geometric design space s G for GGSPs is defined by seven geometric variables as ^7 , , , , , , , , 0,
and in this space stiffness singularity is avoided. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the positions of reference joints before rotation are denoted by B , P and after rotation by Bc , Pc . Accordingly, the configuration of the reference strut-pair before rotation is defined by two vectors 
where the right-handed orthonormal basis
e (e e e ) is fixed to the base-frame. Based on the definition of the mid-point position 
the position of the reference joints after rotation Bc and Pc are now calculated using
where the reference strut-pair is supposed to be rotated by the rotation matrix [ ] 
Note that the general rotation matrix given in Eq. 5 will be used in Eq. 10 as well. This rotation matrix is based on Bryant angles due to the motivations presented in [6, 15] . However, it could also be written based on e.g. Euler angles [16] .
With a similar definition of the rotation matrix given in Eq. 7, the generalized joint positions i Bc and i Pc are calculated by 
where Bc and Pc are the positions of the reference joints after rotation.
It should be emphasized that, in Eqs. 4 and 8, two types of rotations are involved in order to construct the GGSP architecture. First, there is a rotation of the reference strut-pair about M , which is shown in Fig. 2 . Second, the reference strut-pair after rotation is again rotated about the the three generalized strut-pairs are given by 1 2 3 ( / 3) , ( ) ,
Having obtained the generalized position of the joints, the kinematic equation is written as
c c r r l r r (9) and accordingly in a matrix form 
Stiffness
The stiffness matrix can be calculated directly using the Jacobian matrix [6] . The Jacobian matrix J is defined as the transformation between the Cartesian velocities C q of the platform and the length rates J q of the struts 
where the neutral configuration ,0 C q is that given in Eq.
11; , C k q denotes each coordinate of the Cartesian space ( )
